Introduction
In recent years the Wigner-Racah calculus for the unitary groups U(N), with N > 2, has been brought to a state of development comparable to that for the angular momentum calculus, especially through the work of Biedenharn, Louck, and coworkers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . For multiplicity-free Wigner couplings, in particular, algebraic formulae for U(N) Wigner coefficients can generally be read off directly from their diagrammatic pattern calculus [1] . Biedenharn and Louck advocate the view that there is a canonical structure for the U(N) Wigner-Racah calculus which eliminates all free choices in the resolution of the multiplicity problem for the most general Wigner coupling. Except for phase there is therefore no arbitrariness in the definition of a U(N) Wigner or Racah coefficient. For N > 3, however, explicit algebraic constructions for Wigner couplings involving the most general multiplicity structure have so far been limited to matrix elements of the simplest setf-adjoint Wigner operators [2] , which transform according to the problems U(N) Racah coefficients are often more useful than the Wigner coefficients [8, 9] . Being independent of subgroup labels, Racah coefficients also have a simpler algebraic structure than the Wigner coefficients. Despite this fact one-rowed tableaux) and are themselves coupled to a totally symmetric representation, Biedenharn et al. [3] show how the Racah coefficients for the recoupling
U(N)
can be written down from an extended pattern calculus. This extended pattern calculus can also be used to evaluate certain "stretched" Racah coefficients [3] U(N) and the symmetric group. In a recent investigation [8] of spectroscopic problems involving the method of spectral distributions, this relationship has also been exploited to evaluate a summation relation for U(N) Racah coefficients [12] which is independent of the U(N) multiplicity structure and could therefore be evaluated by permutation group techniques. Any U(N) Racah coefficient, for which the four Wigner couplings in the Racah recoupling transformation are all free of multiplicity, can be evaluated by similar techniques. Moshinsky and Chacon [11] relate their special class of U(N) Racah coefficient to the matrix element of a permutation operator exchanging a single pair of particles of an n-particle state. By using n-particle states for a harmonic oscillator in N dimensions they gain totally symmetric representations of arbitrary length by associating with each particle an arbitrary number of oscillator quanta. By relating the U(N) Racah coefficient to the matrix element of a more complicated permutation operator which exchanges one group of particles with a second group of particles, it is possible to calculate U(N) Racah coefficients involving either totally symmetric or totally antisymmetric representations by simple permutation group techniques. The totally antisymmetric case will have useful applications to systems of identical fermions.
It is the purpose of this work to derive a general expression for the special Racah coefficients can be related to the matrix element of a permutation operator which exchanges one group of particles with a second group of particles. The evaluation of this matrix element by straightforward permutation group techniques is carried out in Section 2. Finally, in Section 3 additional specializations are made for the totally antisymmetric case, giving very simple expressions for a class of U(N) Racah coefficients which may have useful applications for systems of identical fermions; particularly for problems in nuclear spectroscopy, using the methods of spectral distributions developed recently by French and collaborators [13] . These techniques involve the averaging of products of operators over the states of an irreducible representation of SU(N), generally for large N. Since this averaging eliminates the dependence of matrix elements on U(N) Wigner coefficients, results can be written down in terms of SU(N) Racah coefficients provided the operators of physical interest can be decomposed into their appropriate SU (N) irreducible tensor components.
U(N) Racah Coefficients and the Matrix Elements of Permutation Operators
It will be convenient to use a notation for the U(N) Racah coefficient which is a straightforward generalization of that for the angular momentum case. The Racah coefficient in unitary form, or U-coefficient, is given by the recoupling matrix (Results for the totally symmetric case will be given subsequently.) The first step in the derivation involves the composition of recoupling transformations illustrated by Fig. 1 . Part (a) of the figure illustrates the straightforward Racah recoupling transformation where m is a shorthand notation for a complete set of U(N) subgroup labels.
(The Gelfand labels fu with i < j = t, 2,..., N -1 could be used, for example [7] 
we obtain the relation
The sum over [ f l 3] and ~ in Eq. (6) can now be related to the matrix element of a permutation operator which exchanges the particle indices of the two totally antisymmetric parts of the n-particle state vector IEf] m>. To evaluate this matrix element it will be convenient to introduce n-particle state vectors 
where fk designates the number of squares in the k th row of the n-particle Young In terms of such state vectors the sum of Eq. (6) can now be related to the matrix element of a permutation operator. The result is
where it is assumed (without toss of generality) that q _>_ p, and where b'~.., b'qa'~.., a'~ is a specific permutation of the symbols aa...apb~...bq. The operator P is the permutation operator which exchanges the particle indices of the p-particle group with particle indices in the q-particle group
V=~pSop_l...~2,~lPn,n_qP,_1,n_q_l...Pn_p+,,,_q_p+l.
(lla)
Here, P,-k,,-q-k is the transposition which interchanges the particle labeled number n -k with particle n -q -k, and Nk is the cyclic interchange of particles numbered n -k + l , n -p , n -p -I . . . , n -q + t , with k = l .... ,p;(q>p). Note that any Nk when acting to the left in the matrix element of Eq. (10) gives the simple factor ( -1) q-p, so that the operator P can in effect be replaced by p P = ( -1)P(q-P) ~ P,-k+l,,-q-k+,"
The derivation of Eq. (10) follows. The state vector of the right hand side can be expanded by successive U(N) Wigner couplings
where the uncoupled state vectors are written out as functions of the particle indices to make it easier to indicate explicitly their dependence on particle number . The operator P acting on the n-particle functions of Eq. (12) yields
[ft3]mlS After combining Eqs. (12) and (13), the sum over U(N) subgroup labels m ~, m 3, m 12 can be carried out by expressing the sum over the product of three U(N) Wigner coefficients in terms of U(N) Racah coefficients by , and the result involves a sum over this multiplicity label [2, 17] . The resultant action of the operator P on the n-particle state vector can then be expressed as
(ts)
The state vector of the bra side of Eq. (10) can be expanded in similar fashion to give
where, in order to apply the analogue of Eq. (14) , it was necessary to make use of a symmetry property of the (multiplicity-free) U(N) Wigner coefficient
[cf. Eq. (t4) and Fig. t) . Taking the overlap of (15) and (16), and finally making use of the orthonormality of the U(N) Wigner coefficients
m2~/~l 3 the matrix element of P is reduced to the sum over [f13] and 0 of Eq. (10). Combining Eqs. (6) and (1t3) gives the final result
The phase factors q~l and q)2, as always, are somewhat dependent on phase conventions, (It will be advantageous to postpone a specific choice of phase conventions until specific applications are made. 
Matrix Element of the Permutation Operator

Preliminaries
Although the permutation operator in the basic matrix element of Eq. (19) appears rather complicated, it is possible to reduce its evaluation to the basic matrix elements of the transpositions Pro,m-, in the standard Young-Yamanouchi
where zjk is the "axial distance" between the squares labeled j and k in the mparticle tableau left after the particles labeled n, n -t, ..,, m + t have been removed from the original n-particle tableau of shape I f ] [see Eq. (9)1. To evaluate the matrix element of a transposition operator P,,,,,¢, with m'4= m + 1, between state vectors belonging to the non-standard representations of S, utilized in Eqs. (8) through (t9), it will be useful to partially expand such state vectors, e.g.
Straightforward repeated application of Eqs. (21) and (22) This is the basic relation needed for the evaluation of the matrix element of Eq. (19).
The Totally Antisymmetric Case
The final result (to be established by induction) is: With 
Za~bj jJ "
Here, the indices a and b are split into two classes denoted by Greek and Romanletter subscripts, respectively. The aa,(t = 1, ..., S) are those of the indices a which have been shifted from the p-particle group on the right hand side of the matrix element (24) to the q-particle group on the left hand side. Similarly, the b,~(t = 1, ... s) are those of the indices b which have been shifted from the q-particle group on the right to the p-particle group on the left. The a~(k = 1, ..., p -s) on the other hand are those of the indices a which remain in the p-particle group on the left. Similarly, the bj,(l= 1, ..., q-s) are those of the indices b which remain in the q-particle group on the left.
The result of Eq. (24) includes three factors:
(1) The square root factor. The products over 2, #, i,j in this factor run over all indices 2t, #t(t = 1, ...,s),ik(k= 1, ...,p--s The antisymmetry of the state vectors requires a~4: aj for j4: i, similarly b~ + bj for j 4 = i. However, it may be important to note that a particular b~ could be equal to some ak. In that case 
Tb~bt2-)
. Assuming the result for arbitrary p -1; that is, assuming the result (24) for the matrix element of the operator 
T'g.~b~+~ r4=t
where we have also introduced the shorthand notation (38) The first term (in curly brackets), { = -1}, cancels the first term of Eq. (38) so that the combination of all terms of Eq, (38) finally yields ( -1 ) ~ I-I f~+ 1(#i) f~+ 1(#~+ 0 1 1 .
L+,(#i)...fs+~(#~,,_,)L+,(#s+l)
which has the required form for ~+z(m), and together with (37) gives the full expression for ~';+ l(m). The inductive proof is therefore completed.
The Totally Symmetric Case
The derivation for the recoupling matrix The final result is (ii) With {ala2} {blb2}={ij} {k/}; {blbl} {aia'2}={ij} {kl} i,j+k+l, on the other hand, all indices are of the shifted type. The square root factor of Eq. (4 l) is + 1 (there are no unshifted indices); and, except for phase, the U-coefficient is given by the factor F;(ij; kl):
= (_ j)~1 +~2 [1 + z~k + zst + "cikz~ + zskT:~]
Zik~UZSk~S~
(iii) In the special case when j = i: zs, . = z~m = z~,~ -i, z,~j = z,,~ = z,,~ + t ; and (case (ii) reduces to 
unshiftedindices, whilez,~b = z i i = + l ; F~( t , i ) = -
z2 ' ]j (46) (Note that in this case the two indices i are considered to be shifted indices. It might appear that there should also have been a contribution from a term where the operator P acting on I{/J}t21 {ilt21...) leaves the i's in the unshifted positions;
2 ± but such a term is multiplied by the factor [(t -1/z.)] ~ which is now identically zero.)
Applications
The totally antisymmetric case will have useful applications to systems of identical fermions;particularly for problems in nuclear spectroscopy employing the methods of spectral distributions developed recently by French and collaborators [13] . 
=[2xlU-h+P-Zx], with ( p -h , O ) > < x < ( p , N -h ) < .
(Here the concept of a k-body operator has been generalized [13] to the case with p # h . ) It will be useful to expand any k-body operator in terms of U(N) irreducible unit tensor operators, defined by where the coefficients are U(N) Wigner coefficients, and the U(N) subgroup labels m r are again given in a shorthand notation which now includes the angular momentum quantum numbers and all additional labels necessary to specify the p-particles states.
The basic operation of the spectral distribution technique involves the averaging of dynamical operators, or products of operators, over the complete set of states of an irreducible representation of SU(N), e.g.
m,m' where the dimension of the n-particle representation is
If the operators can be expanded in terms of irreducible unit tensors of the type (48), the problem is reduced to the evaluation of the matrix element of such an operator
where n" is restricted to n" = n -p by the nature of the operators; (n'=n"+h).
The matrix element of (a+... a+)~p p~, (essentially an n~( n -p)-particle coefficient of fractional parentage) is, except for an n, p-dependent factor, given by a simple
The matrix element of (a. ~[~u-~] can also be expressed in terms of a U(N) Wigner coefficient [
which follows from Eqs. (14) 
where the dependence on U(N) subgroup labels sits entirely in the single U(N)
Wigner coefficient. Since the SU(N) Racah coefficients can be calculated explicitly, the dependence on p and h is effectively factored out of the above matrix element. The SU(N) Racah coefficients needed for Eq. (56) follow from the present investigation. In general, the SU(N) Racah coefficients needed for identical fermion spectroscopy are those involving the action of an operator (transforming according to a 2-columned representation of SU(N)) on an n'-particle state [1-columned representation of SU(N)] to make an n-particle state via an (n -p)-particle parent. The final n-particle state, a result of the coupling 
Note that az,= (n -t + 1), with t = 1, ..., p, so that 
n ! ( n -x ) ! ( N -n ) ! [ p ! p ' ! h ! h ' ! ( N -h -x ) ! ( N -h ' -x ) ! ] -~ ( n -p ) ! ( n -p ' ) ! ( N Z n~h -+ p -x ) ! ( p -x ) ! ( p ' -x ) ! N ! g ! "
This is a result which (in somewhat different form) has already been derived by Chang, French, and Thio [13] without the detailed use of U(N) Racah algebra.
(Cf. Eq. (3.11) of Ref. [13] . To establish the connection between the notation of Ref. [13] and the more conventional U(N) notation of this investigation, note that the symbols v, #, and k of Ref. [13] are related to x, h, and p by x = v + #;
h = k + # ; p = k -# . )
Although results such as (66) can be derived by the simpler methods of Chang,
French, and Thio [13] , the detailed use of U(N) Racah algebra will make it possible to generalize such results to matrix elements of more complicated operators or to more complicated operator averages. Consider, for example, the average with n" = n -pl + h 1, n' = n" -P2 + h2, where the U-coefficients can all be expressed as simple functions of n, N, h, p, x by means of Eqs. (61) and (62). O p e r a t o r averages of the type <01020~0~)" can therefore be carried out, provided o p e r a t o r products 0i 0 j can be e x p a n d e d in terms of a p p r o p r i a t e l y coupled SU(N) irreducible tensor operators.
